We propose an adaptive method of analyzing a collection of curves which can be, individually, modeled as a linear combination of spline basis functions. Through the introduction of latent Bernoulli variables, the number of basis functions, the variance of the error measurements and the coefficients of the expansion are determined. We provide a modification of the stochastic EM algorithm for which numerical results show that the estimates are very close to the true curve in the sense of L 2 norm.
Introduction
It is very common to have data that comes as samples of functions, that is, the data are curves. Such curves can be obtained either from an on-line measuring process, where we have the data collected continuously in time or from a smoothing process applied to discrete data. Functional Data Analysis (FDA) is a set of techniques that can be used to study the variability of functions from a sample as well as its derivatives. The major goal is to explain the variability within and among the functions. For an extensive discussion of such techniques see Ramsay and Silverman (2002 In this paper, we assume that each curve can be modeled as a linear combination of B-splines functions. The coefficients of the expansion can be obtained by the least square method. However, in doing so, we get a solution for which the number of basis functions equals the number of observations, achieving interpolation of the data. Interpolation is not desirable since we have noisy data. To avoid this problem we propose a new method to regularize the solution using stochastic penalization. This is possible through the introduction of latent Bernoulli random variables which indicate the subset of basis to be selected and consequently the dimension of the space.
Before applying the model we have to understand the different sources of variability for curves. Variability for functions can be of two types: range and phase. The range variability gives the common pattern to each individual or function. Phase variability, on the other hand, can mask the common pattern of the functions. The usual situation, where both sources of variability are present, require complex estimation techniques. As an example, we can think about height, it is well known that the growth velocity is very high for young children and slows down as the age increases. Different children have different growth velocities in scale (range variation) as well as in time (phase variation). The mean function -also called (cross-)sectional mean -is a descriptive statistic which is widely used to give a rough idea of the process generating the curves. Figures 1.1-1.3 show some examples of variability. Notice in Figure 1 .3 that the cross-sectional mean can be very misleading in the presence of phase variability. For all simulated results in this section we used a low variance noise to better illustrate each individual curve.
Our approach, like most approaches in Functional Data Analysis can only be used for curves in the presence of range variability. If phase variability is present it is necessary to align the curves using a method introduced by Ramsay and Li (1998) called registration. After registration is done, we can find the mean of the registered curves -the structural mean. Figure 1 .4 presents the same curves as Figure 1 .3 after registration. It is clear that in this case the structural mean is much closer to the real curve than the arithmetic sectional mean of the original curves.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed model techniques are highly successful and very adaptive. Moreover, increasing the number of curves, lead us to believe that the method is consistent. In Section 5 we provided a modification of the continuous registration algorithm (Ramsay and Li 1998) which has better performance than the original one in some cases.
Proposed model
Suppose we have m individuals with n i observations at points x i j ∈ A ⊆ R, i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n i . Let Y i j = Y (x i j ) be the response obtained from the i-th individual at the point x i j . Assuming that the observations are subjected only to range variability we have the following model
where ε i j are normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance σ 2 .
Rice (2000) suggested that random coefficients should be included in the model to account for individual curve variation. In fact, in many applications, the observed curves differ not only due to experimental error but also due to random individual differences among subjects. In this paper we propose one possible way of accomplishing this random effect. Assume that g can be written as a random linear combination of spline functions as
where B k (•) are the well known spline basis functions (cubic B-splines) and Z ki are independent Bernoulli random variables with Z ki ∈ {0, 1} and
To simplify the notation let
The conditional density of (Y i |Z i = z i ) is given by: 
Thus the joint log-density of (Y, Z) with respect to a dominant measure can be written as:
Note that maximizing the complete log-likelihood f (y, z|σ 2 , β, θ ) is equivalent to solve a stochastic penalized least square problem associated to (2.5).
Since log(θ/1 − θ ) < 0, increasing the number of variables k z ki decreases both the sum of squares and the last term in (2.5). Therefore, we can interpret the latent variables z ki as regularization parameters or stochastic penalization. In addition, the sum of z ki random variables provides the number of basis functions needed to fit a model (the dimension of the space) and the values of z ki indicate which variables should be included in the model i = 1, . . . , m. However, this kind of representation leads to a limit solution with z ki = 1 and θ ki → 1 as K → ∞, which causes a non-identifiable model. One possible way to avoid this problem is by using the following transformation: coefficient should be included in the model with high probability θ ki . In order to avoid extreme values of θ ki we suggest to use M = 1 limiting the inclusion probability to be 1 − e −1 . Thus, the complete log-likelihood can be rewritten as:
Without loss of generality suppose from now on that n i ≡ n for all i = 1, . . . , m.
A variation of the stochastic EM algorithm
The EM algorithm was introduced by Dempster, Laird and Rubin (1977) to deal with estimation in the presence of missing data. In our model, the Z ki are non-observable random variables and the EM algorithm could be applied. More specifically, the algorithm finds iteratively the value of θ that maximizes the complete likelihood where at each step the variables Z ki are replaced by their expectations over the conditional density of (Z|Y) which is given by
where
The appealing feature of the EM algorithm is that it increases the incomplete likelihood function at each iteration. However, it is well known that EM algorithm can reach a saddle point or a plateau. Moreover, there is a high computational cost to find f (z|y). The stochastic EM algorithm proposed by Celeux and Diebolt (1992) is an alternative to overcome EM algorithm limitations. At each iteration, the missing data are replaced by simulated values Z ki generated according to f (z|y). To simulate these values we notice that
and Metropolis-Hastings algorithm could be used. The theoretical convergence properties of SEM algorithms are difficult to assess since it involves the study of the ergodicity of the Markov chain generated by SEM algorithm and the existence of the corresponding stationary distribution. For particular cases and under regularity conditions, (Diebolt and Celeux 1993) proved convergence in probability to a local maximum. However, computational studies showed that SEM algorithm is even better than EM algorithm for several cases, for example censored data (Chauveau 1995) , mixture case (Celeux, Chauveau and Diebolt 1996) . A drawback of this procedure is that it requires thousands of simulations and the computational cost would be, again, very high. In this work we propose a modification of the simulation step in the SEM algorithm. At each step, instead of generating Z ki by the conditional density, we are going to generate them from their marginal Bernoulli distribution using estimates of θ obtained from the data. Notice that if Metropolis-Hastings were to be used to generate from the conditional distribution using the marginal as the proposal distribution, the acceptance probability would be
Therefore, small changes at each step make the acceptance probability very high and the performances of the approximation and the SEM algorithm do not differ substantially. Specifically, the algorithm can be described as follows. 4. Summarize all the obtained curves.
In order to apply Algorithm 3.1 we need to specify:
• The maximum number of basis K ;
• The summarization procedure of the curves;
• The stopping criterion.
The maximum number of basis K . There is no consensus about a criteria to fix the maximum number of basis functions on any adaptive process. Dias and Gamerman (2002) suggest the use of at least 3b + 2 as a starting point in the Bayesian non-parametric regression where b is the number of bumps of the curve. Particularly for our approach, numerical experiments give evidences that K = 4b + 3 is large enough. 
Although (3.3) provides a natural estimate for each curve, other summary measures can be proposed through weighted averages of the coefficients of the selected basis. For example, for m = 1 and taking L = 3 iterations with K = 5 basis, assume that for each iteration we selected the following sets of basis {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5} and {3, 4, 5} respectively. We could usẽ
3 +β
5 +β
There are several other ways to weight the coefficients. Notice that we can summarize the estimatesŶ (l) i along each iteration for computing the estimateŶ i for the ith curve in a completely analogous way that we can summarize each estimateŶ i to obtain the final estimateŶ . Therefore, we drop the l superscript and present here only summaries ofŶ i to obtain the estimateŶ .
Observe that (3.4) and (3.5) are the unweighted and weighted versions of
with
In this case, the weights take into account the number of times each basis was considered in the model. We can do a similar summary measure by taking:
The weights proposed by 3.7 take into account two factors: the number of basis necessary to approximate each curve and the number of times each basis was selected. Another proposal is:
This equation is analogous to (3.7), but considers as weight the inverse of the number of basis necessary to approximate each curve. That is, the bigger the number of basis necessary to approximate the curve, the smaller its weight.
After computing the summary coefficient'sβ we can summarize the curve aŝ Y = Bβ, (3.9) whereβ is obtained through (3.6), (3.7) or (3.8) and B is the design matrix given by the X variables. In Section 4 we show that all these proposals provide very good estimates in terms of MSE.
The stopping criterion. We propose a flexible stopping criterion. Let δ > 0 be such that we wish to stop the estimation process when the MSE between two successive estimates is smaller than δ. For each estimated curve, if the maximum number of iterations is attained (1000) and MSE > δ make δ ← cδ, c > 1 and begin again the estimation process. In the simulation study we used c = 1.3 and got good results. 
Simulation
For all the simulations we used data with no outliers. Without loss of generality we took equally spaced observations for each curve and used the same sample grid for all individuals. Moreover, the curves are already registered and aligned by some registration method. How to register the curves is discussed in Section 5.
Simulations were run in bi-processed Athlon machine with 2.0 GHz processor and 1.5 Gb RAM memory.
The software used was Ox (http://www.nuff.ox.ac/uk/users/ Doornik) and R (http://www.cran.r-project.org), operating in Linux platform.
The test curves used were
and
The observations Y t are generated from the curves above plus a noise ε t . The variables {ε t , t = 1, . . . , n} are iid normal random variables with zero mean and standard deviation σ . For comparison we run the simulations in three cases: small (σ = 1/10), moderate (σ = 1/4) and large (σ = 1/2) standard deviation.
Instead of using the raw data to estimate the β's we use a smoothed version of them called the structural mean. There are two ways of smoothing the data. The first one takes the average of data (discrete observations) and then smooths it. The second one first smooths each curve and then takes the average of the smoothed curve. Simulation studies showed that there are no difference between these methods in terms of mean square error (MSE). Therefore, from now on, we are going to use as input data the smoothed version of the curves by first averaging the raw data and then smoothing the obtained curve.
First, we analyze the MSE when we estimate the final curve using Equation (3.9) and weights given by (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8). We simulated 3 curves and added a noise with small variance (σ = 1/10). Figure 4 .5 presents the estimated curves. Notice that all three estimates are practically the same and coincide with the true curve. Convergence was attained after 21, 141 and 159 iterations respectively. Figure 4 .6 presents the same 3 curves but with a higher variance noise (σ = 1/2). In this case, for one of the curves convergence was not attained even after 1000 iterations. Using the flexible stopping criteria described before we just needed 8 extra iterations to achieve convergence. To see the performance of Algorithm 3.1, we run several simulations with different values of m, different variances for the functions given by (4.1) and (4.2). As expected, the larger the variance, the lower the quality of the estimation. On the other hand, we have provided consistent estimators (the bigger the sample size the better the estimate). Table 4 .1 summarizes these results. All summary measures give approximately the same resulting curve. Measure (3.7a) gives better results for high variance or bigger sample size, while (3.8a) is better for all other cases, except one where (3.6a) is better. The occurrence of several identical results is caused by the simplicity of the curves and small sample size reducing the number of different solutions. 2.43e-3 1.56e-3 4.75e-4 1.24e-3 7.01e-4 3.58e-4 (3.7a) 2.51e-3 1.53e-3 4.87e-4 1.02e-3 6.51e-4 3.94e-4 (3.8a) 1.02e-2 5.24e-3 2.89e-3 4.30e-3 1.48e-3 1.31e-3 (3.6a) 1/2 1.03e-2 5.18e-3 2.78e-3 4.30e-3 1.64e-3 1.35e-3 (3.7a) 1.03e-2 5.35e-3 3.03e-3 4.30e-3 1.39e-3 1.28e-3 (3.8a) 
Registration
Registration techniques can be found in Ramsay and Li (1998) and Ramsay (2003) . The implementation of these techniques are available in R and Matlab. The package fda in R language has two available techniques landmark and continuous registration. The landmark technique is appropriate when the curves to be registered have prominent features like valleys and peaks. Suppose we have curves g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g m to be registered and they present Q of such properties at points t iq , q = 1, . . . , Q and i = 1, . . . , m. In fact, the beginning at t i0 and the ending at t i,Q+1 of the ith curve are also considered and Q + 2 properties are to be used in computing the warping function h(t). This function h is such that the registration of the curve g i (t) is given by
The goal is to make a time transformation such that the Q + 2 properties are aligned in time. In the R package, the user provides the placement of the Q properties for each curve which makes the process highly subject to error. For example, certain curves do not present one or more of the critical points or there is ambiguity where to place them. When there are too many curves and/or too many properties the marking is too tedious. However, Ramsay (2003) showed that automatic methods for mark identification can lead to serious mistakes.
The continuous registration method tries to solve these problems. It maximizes a measure of similarity among the curves,
where [a, b] is the observation interval. This measure takes into account the whole curve and not only the critical points and it works well if h has good properties such as smoothness. However, it fails if g i and g 0 differs also in range. This routine needs that the functions g i and g 0 be given in functional form which can be obtained using Fourier series or B splines, for example. In Figure 5 .7 we present an example where we simulated m = 3 curves adding a low variance noise and shifting it through an uniform random variable in the interval [0, 2] . In this case, since the functions are periodic we used Fourier expansion with 6 terms. Figure 5 .8 presents the registered curves. Observe that there is a noticeable difference between the structural mean and the true curve caused by the failure of the registration of two of the curves.
Consider another example where the curves have a range and phase variation. To obtain this effect we fixed the horizontal axis as a reference and defined as "bumps" the pieces of the true curve between two zeroes. Following, for each bump generate q 2iq , i = 1, . . . , m, q = 1, . . . , Q (Q = number of bumps) iid random samples from an uniform random variable in the interval (0.5, 1.5). for the raw data and the functional data using Fourier transformation. Figure  5 .10 presents the result of registration done by R routine registerfd(). As the registration process is not right, the structural mean differs very much from the true curve. To overcome this problem we propose a modification in the continuous registration procedure. Based on (5.2) we try to minimize the cumulative difference between g i and the reference curve g 0 , however as each curve may have a diffe- 
